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One dayy workshop on NAAC
C Assessmennt Awareness Program
mme (NAP) was organiized at Dr.
Rammannohar Lohia Avadh Uniiversity, Ayyodhya (UP)) in collaborration with NAAC on March 14th
2019. NAAC
N
has developed the
t Revised Accreditatiion Framew
work (RAF) which is more
m
robust,
objectivee, transparen
nt, outcome oriented
o
and stakeholderr friendly. Ass this univerrsity has hugge affiliation
setup witth over 600 colleges, thhis is for thee first time that a workshop on NAP
P was organnized in this
region. Dr.
D Ramman
nohar Lohia Avadh University Ayodhya was chhosen as thee common platform
p
for
understannding the esssence of NA
AAC and inteeracting direectly with thee expert deleegates.

Prof. Vishnukant S. Chatpalli, Adviser NAAC with Prof Manoj Dixit & others

Prof Manoj Dixit welcoming Dr. Pratibha Singh, Deputy Adviser, NAAC New Delhi
The inaugural session begun with Lighting of Diya, Garlanding of Goddess Saraswati followed by
university “Kulgeet”. The coordinator Prof Farrukh Jamal, welcomed the Vice Chancellor of the
University, Prof Manoj Dixit, Prof. Vishnukant Chatpalli, Adviser, NAAC, Bangalore; Dr. Pratibha
Singh, Deputy Adviser, NAAC, New Delhi and all the participants from the affiliating colleges and

university campus. Representatives from various colleges situated in the district of Ambedkar Nagar,
Gonda, Sultanpur, Ayodhya, Barabanki, Behraich, Tanda, Amethi, Pratapgarh participated in the
workshop. Around 125 colleges participated with at least two representatives.

Participants in the auditorium, rising up on the occasion of University KULGEET
Vice Chancellor, Professor Manoj Dixit welcomed the guest and apprised of the prevailing situation in
the light of NAAC. He was inspirational and at the same time committed towards NAAC assessment of
this university. Pro Vice Chancellor Prof S N Shukla, briefed the gathering with the importance of
NAAC and development taking in the direction of NAAC assessment. The inaugural session ended
with tea break and refreshment.

Prof Vishunkant S Chatpalli delivering his talk
A video on NAAC was also displayed for the audience. Prof. Vishnukant S Chatpalli delivered a talk
on the Revised Accreditation Framework (RAF) and in simple terms explained the essence of the
NAAC. Dr. Pratibha Singh, in her deliberation on “Process Flow and Institutional PreparednessBefore, during and after the process of assessment and accreditation” was systematic and easy to
understand. She gradually flowed through the entire digital framework of NAAC in a language that was
easily understood by the participants. The deliberation of these experts culminated in an open

discussion where queries, pros and cons was evaluated and ways to overcome the bottlenecks were
addressed. Many colleges had the problem of their Manager(s) not understanding the ground realities.
The issue of infrastructure development in colleges on a scale demanded for NAAC was settled with
the Vice Chancellor telling them that another round of similar meeting will be held along with the
college managers. University teachers actively participated and interacted with the experts.

Prof Manoj Dixit addressing the gathering in the SANT KABIR AUDITORIUM
The workshop ended with thanks to the dignitaries by the coordinator of the program.

